Model based calculation of the tool-path
smoothing tolerances
Introduction
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Problem description
Usually the smoothing of the tool path and the tool orientation is done by insertion of Cncontinuous polynomial-functions like NURBS or B-Splines assuming a constant value for
the smoothing tolerance along the whole tool path. This value has to be smaller than the
final tolerance value of the finished part because of additional error contributors. Nonregarding these errors causes a very small and constant value for the smoothing
tolerance. This leads to higher curvatures of the tool path and finally to a higher
mechanical excitation of the machine tool for a given velocity. Figure1 illustrates the effect
of different path tolerances on the resulting curvature for corners having an angular range
between 0 (straight) and 120 degrees.
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Aim
Current smoothing-algorithms are not able to predict the diversity of the machining
uncertainties along the tool path. Here, an applicable tolerance model for the prediction of
geometric uncertainties along the tool path for a given work piece is investigated.
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Fig 1: Resulting curvatures for a smoothed corner
depending on the smoothing tolerance and the
angle range of the corner

Geometrical uncertainties of a 3-axis machine tool
Geometrical errors
•As defined in ISO 230-1 there are 6 component errors for each linear axis
 e.g. linear X-Axis: EXX, EYX, EZX, EAX, EBX, ECX
•18 resulting component errors for 3 linear axes and the 3 squareness errors
•C0Y: out of squareness between X and Y
•B0Z: out of squareness between X and Z
•A0Z: out of squareness between Y and Z
yield to 21 geometric errors for a 3 axis machine.
Geometrical uncertainties
• Error contributors are merged to the axis-wise geometric standard
uncertainties Ux, Uy and Uz
•For every position of the trajectory the geometric uncertainties in lateral
direction are calculated as shown in Figure 2.

Fig 2: Effective uncertainty in lateral direction for a 2D laser
cutting work piece

Geometrical uncertainties of a 5-axis machine tool
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Geometrical errors
• 6 component errors for a rotational axis
Geometrical uncertainties
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• Changes of the tool orientation along the tool path
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lead to large compensation movements.
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• Because of the large distance between the TCP
Fig 3: 5-Axis movement shown for 5-axis
and the rotation-center of the rotational axes the
laser-cutting
resulting TCP uncertainties of these contributors
are dominant
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Fig 4: Effective TCP-uncertainties for a
5-Axis movement for 5-axis laser-cutting

Calculation of the available smoothing tolerance
3 calculation steps:
1. Calculation of a so-called NC-tolerance based on the technical
drawing and the tolerance value which is obtained for the finished
part assuming an ideal machine tool with no deviations.
2. Calculation of the effective uncertainties based on component and
location errors.
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3. Reduction of the NC-tolerance calculated in step1 by constant values
for
• Thermal-/dynamic-/process deviation
position dependent values for the geometric uncertainties
 Application of the obtained smoothing tolerance for the smoothing of
the path

